Deploy one or all of our Solution Modules from the PineApp Cloud or install locally in your network. Easy for customers to adopt, with deep, real-time reporting functionality for administrators. PineApp enables you to provide customers with a variety of high value services - priced affordably with your customers’ needs in mind.

SOLUTION MODULES

SPAM & VIRUS PROTECTION
- Blocks over 99.7% of spam and virus threats
- Flexible policy management at all user levels
- Inbound and outbound protection
- Kaspersky Anti-Virus engine

EMAIL ARCHIVING
- Powerful search and rapid retrieval
- Compliance ready solution
- Alternative Data Storage
- Message Archiving

EMAIL ENCRYPTION
- Secure outbound email
- Comply with security regulations
- No additional HW required
- Automate: create policy rules quickly

BIG EMAIL DATA
- Enable customers to share large files
- Big files can be uploaded to PineApp infrastructure and easily shared
- Files are secure and password protected

EMAIL BRANDING
- Enable customers to brand their outbound emails
- Templates provided for easy configuration
- Easy to use, flexible marketing tool

PineApp Managed Services

www.PineApp.com
**Email Encryption**

PineApp Email Encryption safeguards your confidential data and enables you to maintain compliance with regulations requiring the encryption of sensitive data.

PineApp Encryption delivers unparalleled scalability, eliminates the burden of managing a solution, and empowers a mobile workforce to send and receive encrypted emails from any email client without any upfront investment in additional hardware or software.

**Big Email Data Transfer**

A new, easy to use secure file sharing module that enables authorized email senders to upload very large files to a private folder creating an on-the-fly secured folder that can be shared with anyone. Uses strong recipient authentication password protected delivery. This service is appropriate for those organizations that rely on regular, large, sensitive file transfers.

**Email Enhancement**

The Email Enhancement Module allows a customer to control the look and feel of the organization’s outbound email - presenting a standardized appearance and taking advantage of marketing opportunities.

This PineApp module provides design templates and embedded objects (e.g. banners, marketing messages, signatures, etc.) that can be added to all outgoing messages.
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**Flexible Pricing**

Based on usage, PineApp provides affordable monthly, quarterly, and annual billing options. Deploy only those Modules that you want.

**Granular Reporting**

Advanced and easy to navigate system provides real-time reports. For comprehensive system control from administrators to end users, including Daily Traffic Reports.

**24/7 Gold Support**

All managed service deployments include PineApp Gold Support.

**Multiple Deployment Options**

Managed Services can be provided from the PineApp Cloud or software can be installed on local hardwares, virtual machines, and/or in a cluster configuration.

**White Label Ready**

Fully brandable with partner logo, links, and customization of all system generated messages.
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